
Mounting a Scope Sight

Selecting mounts.
Buy the best scope mounts you can afford because hopefully you'll have that rifle a long time and 
the annual cost is actually peanuts. On the other hand, a cheap set of mounts can be an on-going 
nightmare. 
What do you look for in a good set of mounts? Your dealer should be able to guide your choice; 
they see the poor mounts come back in for replacement.
Both alloy & steel can be good. However if the alloy is soft, the mounts themselves can be bent by a 
fall or even by over tightening. Also the screw threads can strip too easily. A good alloy set will 
have long screws holding the rings together to avoid thread trouble. Since alloy mounts can be 
investment cast they can be made with great precision, i.e. aligning the scope perfectly with the 
action. As steel mounts are machined, their dimensions can sometimes be incorrect, resulting in for 
example, one ring being slightly higher than the other. This height difference can be difficult to see, 
but results in real problems as the scope will point too low or too high from the outset. With CNC 
machining these days such problems should not exist if the rifle dovetail or screw holes are correct.
Preferably all screws should have Allen-key heads, which allow you to tighten them without the risk 
of damage, as often happens with slotted head screws. With an Allen-key you also have more feel 
for the torque applied; can get the screws tight with less risk of thread damage. In any case all 
screws should be made “sensibly tight” so ham-fisted types need not apply. Use Lock-tight on all 
screws, or at a pinch clear nail varnish.

Be aware, especially if you are buying by mail or internet order, that scope sight body tubes come in 
two diameters, 1” and 30 mm. You have to order the correct diameter.
Mounts come in two types, a pair of separate rings, or a “bridge mount” where there is a single base 
with a ring each end. The latter is said to be stronger, but is also heavier & can partially obstruct 
access to the loading port of  some bolt actions. Both basic types may have “windage adjustment”. 
Windage adjustment is not really what it says, since you cannot make quick adjustments to the sight 
setting as you shoot. One ring will have a screw on each side, allowing that ring to slide left and 
right. The screws are tightened to maintain the final position. It doesn't matter whether you have 
that adjustment on the front or rear ring. The value of windage adjustment is explained below.

All modern rifle actions have provision for mounting a scope sight. Some actions have a dovetail 
machined into the top surface while others are drilled & threaded. You may have to remove the 
screws in the action, or in the case of Tikka rifles where the holes are filled with plastic plugs, these 
are pushed out. When ordering a mount, ensure you specify the rifle and model to get the right 
dovetail (yes there is more than one width!) or the right action length (yes again, there may be two 
or three in one model, depending on the cartridge chosen).
Unfortunately, some rifles have their dovetails mis-aligned or screw holes in the wrong place. Either 
way, the mount might prove difficult to fit, or it might point left or right instead of straight. I'm told 
that this is more common in modern rifles of American origin.

Mounting the scope.
When you buy a new scope, it's adjustments should be set at mid travel vertically & horizontally. If 
it is second hand, or you doubt that it is set at mid travel, simply wind the adjustment knobs fully in, 
then fully out, noting how many turns there are between those two positions. Then wind the knob to 
the mid position. Scopes vary in how much travel is built in, but in any case it is preferable to end 
up with the scope set up on target near to the mid position, both vertically & horizontally.
If your scope mounts have no windage screws, all adjustments have to be made using the scope 
knobs & you can end up with settings which are very near to the end of travel. Particularly with the 
cheaper scopes, this can be a problem. You might find for instance that the distance moved by one 
click adjustment is very different from the advertised ½ or ¼ minute of angle, or that the point of 



impact actually changes vertically when you are only making a horizontal adjustment, or vise-versa. 
Then it becomes a very difficult job to get on target.
With windage screws it is possible to at least centre the scope horizontally without moving the 
scope adjustment knob more than a few clicks.
If the scope points very much too high or low, you might need to pack one of the rings. A strip of 
aluminium drink can wall (thickness about 0.009”) might do the trick. In some cases even a strip of 
plastic from an ice cream container will work well. A quality mount however, on a quality rifle will 
need no packing. Packing the rear ring points the scope down, whereas packing the front ring points 
it up. Preferably take the mount back.

Aligning the Scope.
OK, you have mounted the mount onto the action and made the mounting screws sensibly tight, also 
using Lock-tight. Unscrew the top halves of the rings, making sure that you do not mix up front & 
back or left side from right side; just take each one off & place it on the bench in the same 
orientation as the mount on the rifle.
Place the scope onto the mount & replace the top halves of the rings, but leave both loose. Now 
check by holding the rifle up in the shooting position that the scope eye relief is correct (slide the 
scope back & forward until the whole sight picture is comfortably in view).
Now with the rifle preferably held upright in a vice or similar, twist the scope so that the vertical 
cross-hair is actually vertical, & the horizontal hair is actually horizontal. Now tighten the ring 
screws, but as you do, keep checking that the scope is still aligned. The rings should have a nearly 
equal gap on either side when tight. Remember, don't over-tighten, & use Lock-tight.

At the Range.
Choose a short range to your target; 25 m at most. With the rifle set up securely on shooting bags or 
similar & with the bolt removed, look through the barrel & line up the rifle on the target. Now look 
through the scope. If there are windage screws, first loosen both, then adjust one to bring the scope 
into the same vertical line as the sight through the barrel. Tighten up both windage screws & 
recheck the barrel sight picture against the scope's. Re-adjust as needed.
Adjust the vertical scope knob to bring the cross hairs onto the same place as the barrel is looking. 
See the above advise on packing the rings if too much vertical adjustment is needed.
Replace the bolt & carefully fire a shot at a mark on the very centre of the target paper, which 
should be reasonably large ( a medium sized box or standard target should do). Hopefully the bullet 
hole will be fairly close to the point of aim. If you can hold the rifle really steady, with the cross 
hairs on the point of aim, screw the scope knobs so that the cross hairs move to the bullet hole. It 
might be best if one person steadies the rifle while another winds the knobs.
Fire a second shot and repeat the scope adjustments until you are hitting at least very close to the 
aiming mark. At this point you might want to set up a target at the range you eventually want, & go 
through the adjustment process again. For a hunting rimfire this might be around 70 m for instance.
As few rifles can actually hit a point exactly, fire at least 3 shots between adjustments at the longer 
distance. The centre of the group ought to finish up on the aiming point. 
 


